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I. INTRODUCTION 
Parametric amplification is associated with frequency-mixing devices 
which utilize the properties of nonlinear or time-varying reactances. The 
function of this reactance is to channel energy from an a-c source to a 
useful load. In this sense, the parametric amplification is similar to 
the vacuum tube amplification. The vacuum tube is essentially a variable 
resistance which converts d-c energy to useful a-c energy. Any resistor 
at a non-zero temperature exhibits noise properties which places a limit 
on useful amplification in a conventional amplifier. An essential and 
very desirable feature of parametric amplification is due to its nonlinear 
reactance. Since the reactance does not contribute thermal noise to a cir­
cuit, the parametric amplifier can have excellent noise performance. 
The discovery of the parametric amplifier came much later than the 
discovery of the basic principles of operation. R. V. L. Hartley^  in 1936 
discussed in great detail an electro-mechanical nonlinear capacitance 
device very similar to today's negative-resistance parametric amplifier. 
With the passing of time, various experimental and theoretical papers were 
published describing circuits with nonlinear reactive elements. An impor-
2 tant one among them was the paper by van der Ziel in 19^ 8. In this paper 
he analyzed mixer circuits containing nonlinear capacitance. In addition, 
the bandwidth and the noise factor of mixer circuits were discussed. It 
was shown on theoretical grounds that the circuit might have a very low 
noise factor. 
In 1956, Manley and Rowe published their famous paper concerning the 
general energy relations of some general properties of nonlinear elements. 
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Next year, Suhl proposed a microwave solid-state amplifier using ferrite. 
Shortly later Weiss^  announced the experimental verification of Suhl's 
proposal. It was thus almost ten years after the publication of van der 
Ziel's paper that a parametric amplifier was built. Since then, parametric 
amplification has gained special interest theoretically and experiment ally 
among many people^ '^ . Most of them used back-biased semiconductor diodes 
as a nonlinear capacitive reactance for the parametric amplifiers» In 
O 
1959» Pohm and Read successfully used a magnetic thin film as a time-
varying inductor in a parametric amplifier. Later on, the thin film 
9 10 balanced modulator and the operation of magnetic thin film parametron 
were also realized. 
One limitation of the single tuned parametric amplifier is its 
restricted bandwidth. Typical bandwidths of experimental single tuned 
parametric amplifiers at useful values of gain have been on the order of 
1^ . That is the ratio of the range of frequencies for which the gain of 
the amplifier falls within one half of its maximum value to the operating 
maximum gain frequency is on the order of 1#. A second limitation of the 
amplifier is its potentially unstable and bilateral gain characteristic. 
Multiple-tuned parametric amplifiers have been designed which have improved 
11 bandwidth up to 5^  . Nevertheless, a multiple-tuned parametric amplifier 
is still a potentially unstable device with bilateral gain characteristic. 
If the resonant structure of either a single or multiple tuned para­
metric amplifier is replaced by a suitable traveling-wave propagating 
structure, it is possible to achieve a measure of unilatenij, gain with 
improved stability and bandwidth. Theoretical analyses and experimental 
investigations have been reported by many people concerning this kind of 
3 
traveling-wave parametric amplification^  ^ Typical bandwidths of around 
V)% with good stability and unilateral characteristic have been obtained. 
All the experimental traveling-wave parametric amplifiers have used semi­
conductor diodes as time-varying capacitors. No successful operation of a 
traveling-wave parametric amplifier using time-varying inductors has been 
reported yet. 
The purpose of this paper is to study theoretically and experimentally 
the wave propagation in a periodic traveling-wave structure using thin mag­
netic film as time-varying inductor. The magnetic thin film is electro-
deposited along a pump line which is essentially a transmission line with 
series inductance and shunt capacitance (see Figure 7). Signal and 
idler waves are traveling along another transmission line structure with 
series inductance and parallel capacitance C^ . A large part of is 
contributed by the thin film. The analysis will show that along the 
signal line is a time-varying function of pump frequency and it is due 
to this time-varying inductance that the parametric interaction takes place. 
3 The Manley and Rowe relation describes how this parametric interaction 
will permit a net transfer of a portion of the pump energy into signal 
energy. Thus it is possible to obtain power amplification. In the analy­
sis of the signal wave propagating structure, an expression will be obtain­
ed for the gain constant of the signal wave. The mismatch of the phase 
constants of pump line and signal line are then considered. Bandwidth and 
noise figure are briefly discussed. The effects of resistive power loss in 
the signal and pump lines are also considered. The importance of the rela­
tionship between the initial phase angles of pump, signal and idler waves 
k  
is emphasized in the latter part of the analysis. Finally, an experimental 
traveling-wave parametric amplifier using iuagnetic thin film coated wire 
was constructed and operated to verify the results of the earlier analysis. 
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II. DESCRIPTION 
A, General Power Relation 
3 Manley and Rove have derived a very general set of equations relating 
power flowing into and out of an ideal nonlinear reactance. These rela­
tions are a powerful tool in predicting whether or not power gain is pos­
sible in a given situation, and in predicting the maximum gain that can be 
achieved. 
The circuit model used by Manley and Rowe in their original derivation 
is a nonlinear capacitance. They derive the following two power relations 
independently. 
00 00 m w 
: sr#-'» CI 
m=0 n=-" o 1 
w 
" " n mn 
 ^ (2' 
m=-<*> n=0 o 1 
where 
= the average power flowing into the nonlinear capacitor 
at various frequencies 
f^  and f^  = fundamental frequencies of the energies impressed 
across the capacitor 
m and n = integers ranging from -" to <*> 
We shall obtain the above two equations simultaneously by using induc­
tance as the circuit model and a simpler method of approach. 
Consider a nonlinear inductor with a single-valued characteristic 
defined by 
i = f(X) (3) 
b 
where 
i = the current in the inductor 
X = the flux linkage 
i and X may be expressed as double Fourier series 
X = I Ï X <'•' 
mn 
i = Ï Z  1  ' 5 '  
mn in=:_oo n=—«0 
where 
(0 = 2ïïf , 10^  = 2wf_ 
o o ' 1 1 
f^  and f^  are fundamental frequencies of the energies impressed across 
the inductor. 
The voltage v across the inductor is 
v = a= Ê Ï V (g) 
 ^n,=--n=-- ™ 
where 
The average power flowing into the nonlinear inductor at various fre-
. 19 quencies is 
W =2 Re[I V* ] 
mn mn mn 
= KetjI^ X^ l 
= (8) 
where Re denotes the real part of the expression and * denotes the complex 
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conjugate of the quantity. 
Assume the inductor is lossless, then by the conservation of energy, one 
has 
00 00 
E Z = 0 (9) 
ni=—» D=—* 
Equation (9) can be written as 
 ^ " 5%fr ° (10) 
m=-«> n=-" o 1 
since the summation is taken to include the power corresponding to each 
frequency only once. Therefore one can write Equation (lO) as 
00 00 mW <» <» nW 
m!o .L 2^ ' .L 





are independent of the fundamental frequencies f^  and f^ . Therefore, each 
term of Equation (ll) must be separately equal to zero, i.e. 
C O  C O  m w 
.!o .L =v% = ° 
00 00 n W 
mL 
Equations (12) and (l3) are the general energy relations of Manley and 
Rowe. The original analysis of Manley and Rowe established each of the 
relations of (12) and (13) independently. Actually the general energy 
relations are obtained not from conservation of energy alone but depend 
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also on the properties of the particular device. In the magnetic thin 
film traveling-wave parametric amplifier, it is the nonlinear inductance 
that causes new frequencies to arise. 
For example, in the case of parametric amplification, we take 
f = f (pump frequency) 
o p 
f^  = f^  (signal frequency) 
The structure itself will only allow one lower sideband of f^  to propagate. 
This lower sideband of f is f. = f -f which is called the idler fre-
P X p s 
quency. Thus from Equations (12) and (13), one gets 
(II.) 
0 o 1 
^ - ^ = 0  ( „ )  
1 o 1 
In terms of subscripts of pump (p), signal (s) and idler (i). Equations 
(lU) and (15) can be written as 
W W. 
+ — = 0 (16) 
P i 
W. W 
f - f  =  0  ( 1 7 )  
i s 
The pump energy (W^ ) which flows into the inductor is always positive. 
Then, from Equation (16), must be txCgative. By Equation (17)» is 
negative too. This indicates that the pump power flows into the nonlinear 
inductor while idler and signal powers flow out of it. The relations 
among these quantities are 
w w .  w +w. w 
-Ë. = _g_JL = ^  (18) 
f f. f +f. f  ^ ' 
s  1  s i p  
This frequency mixing relation must then be satisfied by any parametric 
device. From Equation (l8), ve know that signal power can be amplified 
from a very small value to a value so large that it can be comparable to 
W^ . The signal gain of parametric device is due to this kind of energy 
transfer interaction. 
B. Variable Inductance 
The frequency mixing action of any parametric amplification depends 
on the variable reactance of the particular device. For this traveling-
wave parametric amplifier, a magnetic thin film time-varying inductance 
is used as the variable reactance. An expression for the time-varying 
inductance will be derived. 
The signal line (idler as well) inductance is obtained by winding the 
signal line around a thin magnetic film coated wire (pump line). The mag­
netic thin film is electro-deposited on 5 mil diameter beryllium-copper 
wire with the easy direction of magnetization circumferential to the axis 
of the wire and the hard direction parallel to the axis of the wire. The 
signal coil in which signal and idler currents flow is positioned in such 
a way that its fields of the coil is at right angle to the rest direction 
of the magnetization vector M. The rest direction of the magnetization 
vector M is in the same direction as the bias field and the pump field. 
The physical arrangement of the signal coil and pump line is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
When signal current flows in the coil it produces a field which 
10 
Thin film 
ignai line Pump line 
Fig. li. Signal coil and pump line arrangement 
Fig. 2. Rectangular coordinate system for thin magnetic 
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tends to rotate the magnetization vector M away from its rest direction 
(the ssme direction as and H^ ). We define the çLuiscent angle between 
"M and the rest direction as 6. By considering the total energy of the 
magnetic thin film, one can determine the relationships "between 0, 
 ^and Hp. 
The total energy of the film is the sum of the magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy energy, the wall energy and the magnetostatic energy. The 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy is caused by the displacement of the 
magnetization vector M from a preferred crystal direction. This anisotropy 
energy is given by Equation (19). 
V 2 W = sin e (19) 
an c 
where 
= anisotropy energy 
M = magnetization vector 
0 = angle between M and the preferred direction of M 
= anisotropy field 
The .wall energy is the energy due to the formation of domain walls. 
It is actually the sum of the exchange energy and the anisotropy energy 
of the wallc Since the thin film is considered to be a single domain, 
the wall energy will not be present. 
The magnetostatic energy is given by the negative of the scali^  pro­
duct of the total magnetic field intensity and the magnetization vector. 
The first part of the magnetostatic energy is due to the interaction of 
magnetization vector with the externally applied fields. This applied 
12 
field energy is 
W = - H "M 
ap ap (20) 
where 
W = energy due to the applied fields 
ap 
H = applied fields 
ap 
The second part of the magnetostatic energy is concerned with the return 
path for the flux of the magnetization vector. The magnetic field inten­
sity of the return path flux, called the demagnetization field, is depen­
dent upon the shape of the magnetic material. In this thesis the film 
geometry is cylindrical with the magnetization vector circumferentially 
directed so there is no demagnetizing field and therefore no demagnetizing 
energy. 
Thus the total energy of the film is the sum of the anisotropy energy 
and the applied field energy. 
Since the thickness of the magnetic thin film is very small compared 
to the radius of the pump line conductor, a rectangular coordinate system 
can be set up in the plane of the thin magnetic film with x-axis in the 
hard direction of the film and y-axis in the easy direction (see Figure 2). 
Then we can express the applied fields vector as 
•MB  ^  ^
¥ = • 6 - H «M 
ap (21) 
where 
W = total energy 
(22) 
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Then the dot product of the last term of Equation (2l) becomes 
H «M = M H sin0 + M H cosB (23) 
ap X y 
Hence the total energy can be written as 
- V ? 
W = sin e - H M sine - H M cos0 { 2 k )  
2 X y 
The quiscent angle 0 will be of such a value that the total energy of the 
•A 
film is minimum when the magnetization vector M is at the angle 0 from its 
easy direction. Differentiate Equation (24) with respect to 0 and set it 
to zero, one has 
sin0 COS0 - H M cos0 + H M sin0 = 0 (25) dO X X y 
Solving the above equation for sin0, one gets 
H 
sin0 = • • — (26) 
H + —Z— 
K COS0 
Since (signal field) is much smaller than (anisotropy field) and 
(pump and bias fields). Therefore 0 is small and cos0 equals unity 
approximately. Thus Equation (26) becomes 
The flux density in the hard direction due to the magnetization vec­
tor M is 
= M sin0 (28) 
Substituting Equation (27) into (28), we have 
Ik 
Thus the permeability of the film in the hard direction is 
N = r = <3») 
X K y 
As mentioned before, the signal field is in the hard direction. 
Hence the total flux along the hai'd direction is 
* = A %s + 4 ^s (31) 
For a signal coil of N turns, the flux linkage is 
\ " Mo A K; + « "x 4 "s (32) 
where 
N = number of turns per coil 
Vi^  = permeability of the magnetic material 
= permeability of vacuum 
= signal field intensity 
A = cross section area of the signal coil 
A^  = cross section area of the magnetic thin film 
is related to the signal current by 
Hg = N Ig (33) 
Substituting Equations (33) and (30) into Equation (32), one has 
g MA 
\ " '"o A + ivr' (3k) 
K y 
Thus one gets the signal line inductance as 
' Î- ' » ("c A + ir«f) (35) 
S K y 
From the above equation, one can see that the signal inductance come 
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from two sources. The first term is for air inductance and the second 
term is due to the contribution of the thin film. 
represents the field in the easy direction which consists of the 
time-varying pump field and the d.c. bias field Thus one has 
H = H, + H cos to t (36) 
y  ^ P P 
where 
0)^  = pump frequency 
Substituting Equation (36) into (35), one gets 
M A 
L = ÏÏ p A + 
where 
s " "o " • Hg+E^ +Hp cos (Opt 
~ ^ a ^f ^1+a cos to t^ ^^7) 




a = (40) 
Equation (37) can be expanded as 
L = L + L [l-a cos 10 t + (a cos (jj t)^ -....] (bl) 
S s> X p p -
Since is much smaller than (H^ +E^ ), a must be small. Besides higher 
frequency modes are not allowed to propagate in the structure. Therefore 
one can neglect the higher order terms of Equation (4l). can then be 
written as 
16 
L = L + L„(l-a cos w t) 
s a f p 
= + L 
= L^ (l+n e'^ '^ p^ ) (42) 
where 
= :'a + 4 
L = a (43) 
is the static signal line inductance which will be used in the 
following analysis. L stands for the magnitude of the time-varying induc­
tance. Actually in the analysis of the traveling-wave propagating struc­
ture, the energy coupling inductance L(z,t) is not only time-varying but 
also a function of position z. One may write L(z,t) as 
L(z,t) = I L[ej(Wpt-GpZ) + (4L) 
where 
(0^  = pump frequency 
6^  = pump line phase constant 
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III. ANALYSES 
A. Analysis of the Propagating Structure 
The purpose of this Chapter is to investigate the properties of a 
time-varying distributed reactance in a propagating structure. We shall 
analyze two propagating waves of frequencies, and Wg. The waves are 
coupled through a distributed reactance which varies in time at a fre­
quency and in distance by a phase constant 3^ . Here and 3^  are 
known as the pump frequency and the pump phase constant» The pump fre­
quency is the sum of and For simplification we shall assume waves 
of frequencies other than tOg, and to be suppressed in the propagat­
ing structure. This can be done by properly designing a propagating 
structure such that the other side bands are outside the pass band of the 
circuit. 
Assume for convenience that the and waves are carried by two 
propagating circuits namely signal and idler circuits. The two circuits 
are coupled through a distributed inductance L(z,t) which varies with time 
t and distance z. i.e. 
L(z,t) = '^ L(z) e^ p^^  + L*(z) e~^ "p^ ] 
= I UeJ'VV + e-'" W'l (1*5) 
As described in the previous Chapter, the variable inductance may be ob­
tained by feeding an electromagnetic wave (generally known as the pumping 
wave) to a thin film coated pump line such that the equivalent inductance 
of the signal or idler circuit varies with the intensity of the pumping 
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field. Equation (Ii5) denotes a forward traveling wave for positive 3^ . 
The pumping wave is supplied by a local oscillator of frequency and 
has a power level substantially larger than that of the and waves, 
L(z,t) is the coupling element between pump power and signal (or idler) 
power. We should therefore bear in mind that L(z,t) is not a passive 
element. It may absorb or supply power. 
Dividing the propagating circuits into small sections, we may repre­
sent each section of the circuits by a filter type network as shown in 
Fig, 3. For simplification, the ohmic loss in the circuits is assumed to 
be small and may be neglected at first. Let the signal line have a series 
inductance and a shunt capacitance C^ , and let the idler line have a 
series inductance and a shunt capacitance C^ . The phase constants and 
characteristic impedances of the signal line and idler line are 
respectively. 
1 1^ /\^ i ' 0^1 ~ 
i h S )  
2 ~ "^2 
Let V^ (z,t), Vgfz.t); I^ (z,t) and Igfzat) be the voltages and currents of. 
signal and idler circuits. Then we have, 
3V (z,t) 31 (z,t) 
* "^ 1 \t + it ° 
81.(z,t) 3V^ (z,t) 
—5i—^ =1 —3t—= ° 
t  
mm mm mm 
mnm 
UJUU uuuu uuuu 
VD 
Fig. 3. Signal and idler wave propagating structure 
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aVgfz.t) aigfz.t) 3 
3z + + •— [L(z,t)l^ (z,t)] = 0 (49) 
8I_(z,t) 3V (z,t) 
(50) 
Differentiate (U8) with respect to z and differentiate (1+7) with respect 
to t. 
3^ 1 (z,t) 3^ 7 (z,t) 
= - <^ 1 —ItaT- <51) 
d Z  
a^ V.fz.t) 9^ 1,(z,t) -2 
3t3z  ^ ri2  ^--^ iLfz.tjlgfz.t)] (52) 
9t dt 
aPv (z,t) 
Substituting the value of — in (52) into Equation (51) we have 
ata Z 
3%(z,t) afi (z,t) 2 
=C L  ^+ C [L(z,t)l (z,t)] (53) 
9z 3t 3t 
Similarly from Equations (i+9) and (50) we get 
3%(z,t) 3%(z,t) 2 
^-^=C L ^ + C -S— [L(z,t)l (z,t)] (54) 
3z 9t 9t 
For parametric amplification, we assume the frequency and phase constant 
3^  of the pump wave be such that 
"p = "l + *2 
(55) 




I ^ i Z f t )  = ^  [12(2)6^ 2^^  + l2(z)e~'^ '"2^ ] 
then the last term of Equation (53) becomes 
.2 
C- —T [L(z,t)l (z,t)] 
at 
= -T [L(z)e'^ "p^  + L (zjeT^ p^^ ] [ig/zje^ *^  ^+ I_(z)e""^ '^ 2^ ] 
+ 3t^  
= {L(z)I + L"(z)l"(z)e-j("p+"2)t 
+ L(z)l*(z)ej(Wp-"2)t + L*(z)l2(z)e-J("p-*2)t} 
= -r {L(z)l (z)e^ l^^  + L (z)lg(z)e 
2 
- _ [L(z)l*(z)ejWit + L*(z)l2(z)e-jWit] (57) 
Similarly, the last term of Equation (5^ ) is 
.2 
Cp —r [L(z,t)l^ (z,t)] 
at 
= -T [L(z)l*(z)e*5"2^  + L*(z)l (z)e~'^ '^ 2^ ] 
3t 
g 2 
= - [L(z)l*(z)e''V + L*(z)I^ (z)e"'^ V] (58) 
By substituting Equations (56) and (57) into Equation (53) we get the 
following two equations: 
22 
2 
3 I- ( z ) p 1 o # 
 ^ - - oj/ L, C, I, (z) - i w, C, L(z) 1^ (2) (59) 
^ 2 "11 1 l/ ' 2 1 1 2' 
d Z  
cj i*(z) - I uij^^ cj^ l" ( Z )  igtz) (60) 
9z 
Likewise substituting Equations (56) and (58) into Equation (5^ ) we get, 
3 I ^ { z )  p 1 ? « 
- - w. I^ (z) - ^  (0^  L(z) I-(z) (61) 
"'2 2 2 2' ' 2 2 2 ' ' 1 
d Z  
Lg Cg I*(z) - I Cg L*(z) I^ (z) (62) 
9z 
Uow we can see that Equations (59) and (62) Eire a coupled pair, while 
Equations (60) and (61) are another coupled pair. We shall consider the 
coupled pair of Equations (59) and (62) only. 
I^ (z) = A^ (z)e"j^ l^  , I^ (z) = A^ (z)ej^ l^  
igfz) = agfzje'j^l^ , igfz) = a2(z)e'^^2^ (63) 
L(z) = L e-JG: ' L (z) = L e^ ^^  
Substituting (63) into Equations (59) and (62) and rearranging terms give 
the following two equations 
9z 
+ I («)i^ CiLA*(z) = 0 (64) 
23 
3^ A*(z) _ « 3A*(z) 
—V" -  ^2JG2 -fc- + 
dz 
+ I ojg^CgLA^Cz) = 0 (65) 
From Equation (Us) we know that L is much smaller than L^ . The coupling 
coefficients in Equations (k?) and (49) will be assumed to be constant 
with z because the length over which the coupling occurs is much much 
less than a wavelength at the pump frequency» A^ z^) and A^ {z) are func­
tionally related to the coupling coefficient, hence the terms 
s\(z) 3^ A*(z) 
— and —^ can be neglected. Besides, from (46) 
9z 9z 
62' = 
Thus the second and fourth terms of (64) and (65) are cancelled out. 
Then (64) and (65) can be reduced to 
SA, (z) »J,^ C,l , 
3A„(z) -w_ C„L 
-âr- = T3B^ V''> 
Differentiate (61) with respect to z, we get 
S^ AAz) «i,^ C,L 9A*(Z) 
Combining (67) and (68), we then have 
2 h  
3%(z) 
The solution of Equation (69) is of the form 
A^ (z) = a^ e"^  + age-G: 
where 
a = gain constant 
2 2 2 — 
w C 2 
1^2 ' 




Substituting Equation (70) into Equation (66), we get 
* 3A (z) 
^^ 1^ r az -az-i 
La-oe a„ae J 
„i\l 1 " 
Then the signal and idler current can be written as 
I^(z,t) = 2Re[A^(z)ej(wit-;iZ)] 
= 2Re[(a,e«: + age-GZieJfuit-*!:)] 
Igfz.t) = 2Re[A*(z)ej(w2t-G2%)] 
U i  6 
= 2Rel-^ (a,c.e°^  - a,ae-°^ )eJ' 
iv -
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The boundary conditions at z=0 are 
I^ O^,t) = A cos (w^ t + a )  (76) 
IgfO.t) = 0 (77) 
By (jh) and (76), we have 
2Re[(a^ +a2)e^ l^^ ] = A cos (w^ t +a) (78) 
From (75) and (77) we get 
= Sg (79) 
Substituting (79) into (78) we find the condition 
4Re[a^ e^ l^^ ] = A cos (w^ t + a) 
this indicates that 
Then the final solution of signal and idler currents are 
Il(s.t) = 2Re[f (e"^  + 9-*=) 
= (w^ t-g^ z+o) (80) 
0)^  C^ L 
/ Ij 3 
~ ÏÏ / (e^ -^e""^ ) sin (w^ t-g^ z+o) (8l) 
Now we try to prove that the power relation of the signal and idler 
lines agrees with the Manley and Rove eq.uation. ¥e know that the power 
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carried by the signal line in frequency is 
P^ (z) = [l/(z,t) (82) 
By neglecting the decaying wave of Equation (80) we take 
I^ (a,t) = ^  cos (w^ t-g^ z+o) (83) 
then 
I^ z^,t)]^ yg = ^  cos^ (a)^ t-e^ z+a) 
= § A2e2«: 
thus 
Pj^ (2) = i ys ( 8 U )  
Similarly by neglecting the decaying wave of Equation (8l), the power 
carried by idler line in frequency is 
P2U) = l l / h . t )  =02laTC. 
1 .2 ^ 1^ 2 2az 
/V 
. & A? ,2»: & (85) 
from (8b) and (85) we then get 
P^ (z) P J z )  P j z ) + P j z )  
-i S (86) 
"1 "2 V2 
This is the Manley and Rowe relation. 
Now we consider the case where the pump line and signeil line (idler 
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line as well) structures are not ideally matched. That is in the case of 
B f  
Put g = +gg 
= Bi+Bg+Ag (87) 
where 
Si* = G^ +k^ Ag (88) 
gg' = gg+kgAG (89) 
k^ +kg =1 (90) 
Then we may write 
I^ (z) = A^ (z)e"j6i t = A^ (z)e"j(Gi+kiAg)z 
I^ fs) = 
l ^ i z )  = \ i z ) e ~ ^ ^ 2  ^  = A2(z)e-j(G2+kgAg)z 
l"(z) = A;(%)ej«2': = A*(z)eJ<62^ V»>^  <S1) 
As before, we consider the pair A^ (z) and Ag(z) only. The corresponding 
equations of (64) eind (65) for this more general case are 
3^ A (z) , , 3A (z) 
—2 h  'l':) - -k—" "l Wl<^ ' 
d Z  
+ I a)^ C^^ LAg(z) = 0 (92) 
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3 A (z) «2 « I 3A (z) 2 * 
_ gg ZAgtz) + gjgg --3L__ + *2 LgCgAgfz) 
9z 
+ I Wg^ CgLA^ fz) = 0 (93) 
By substituting (88) and (89) into (92) and (93), we get 
3%(z) p p 9A (z) 
 ^ (g^ +^2B^ k^ A6+k^ A^6^ )A^ (z) - 2j(g^ +k^ Ag) 
+a)^ L^^ C^ A^ (z) + I w^ c^^ LAgfz) =0 (9%) 
3^ A*(z) p p p * 3A*(z) 
 ^ (32 +23^ k2A3+k2 A6 )A2(z) + ^ (^gg+kgAG) 3^  
3z 
+a)2%C2A2(z) + | Wg^ C2LA^ (z) =0 (95) 
9%(z) 3^ A*(z) 
As before we neglect the higher order terms — and —^ . 
3z 3z 
2 2 2 2 The terms k^  A3 and kg A3 are also neglected because they are much 
2 
smaller than Zlg^ k^ Ag and 232k2A3. In addition, the terms 3^  A^ (z), 
Bg^ Agfz) and terms w^ I^^ C^ A^ (z), W2^ %^ CgA2(z) cancel out. Therefore 
Equations (9^ ) and (95) can be reduced to 
3A- ( z ) IP* 
— jk^ ABA^ (z) = -j ui^ \LA^ (z) (96) 
3Ap(z) * n p 
02 + jk2A3A2(z) = j -jji- t>i^ \LA^ (z) (97) 
We now can see the importajace of A3. If k^ A3 and k2A3 are much 
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w L Wg C^gL 
larger than —— and —^ — , we can neglect the last terms of Equations 
(96) and (97). That means the coupling effect due to the variable driving 
inductance L vanishes. Therefore in order to obtain the growing wave 
effect, we must keep A3 as small as possible. Let us now investigate the 
case where these terms have comparable magnitudes. Equations (96) and 
(97)  can be written as 
2 
a "^1 ^  * jk^ Ag]A^ (z) + Ag(z) = 0 
/J A]/:) + + jkgAGlAzfs) = ^  
Combine the above two simultaneous differential equations into a single 
ordinary differential equation with dependent variable A^ (z). We have 
d\{z) dA_(z) „ Zc-CpL^  
-V- + j(k2-kl)AG - iLL ) ° 
dz J. fL 
(99) 
In the actual construction of the traveling-wave structure, the sig­
nal and idler waves are traveling in the same element. Thus, for our 
degenerate case we have 
= kg = k (100) 
Ci = Cg , = Lg (101) 
Therefore Equation (99) reduces to 




kl + = 1 
k = l^ l = = !• 
if 
Is^ sl  ^jVg Vj 
Then solution of A^ (z) is of the form 
A^ (z) = a^ e"': + a^ e""'^  (103) 
where  ^
oj, „ 2 
= [^ ïWr- -
r 2  
With the same boundary conditions as in (76) and (77), the final solutions 
of signal and idler currents are in the same forms as in Equations (80) 
and (81) using a' and 3* instead of a and 3. Equation (103) still repre­
sents the existence of a growing wave, but the gain constant of the struc­
ture is reduced due to A3. 
If 
> 
then the solution of A^ (z) is of the form 
A^ (z) = a^ e^ " ^  + a^ e"^ '* ^  (104) 
where 
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1 2 ? c- .  r  
From Equation (96), A ^ { z )  can be found as 
* kjB. dA (z) 
A (z) = —T [—— jk ABA (z)] 
to C L 
1 
1 Ô 
4 6, ,00 o ^  /A6\2 _2i 
„/CiL 
1 
H.  ^((i|)2 . ;2)2]e-j|(($' - (']=) '1°5) 
where 
2 2 „  2 ^ 2  
= "" XX (1°6) 
As in Equations (T^ ) and (75), the signal and idler currents can be written 
as 
I^ (z,t) = 2Re[A^ (z)e^ "^l^ "V^ ] 
= 2Re{[a,ej(4)' " 
(107) 
IgCz.t) = 2Ee[A*(z)ej(w2t-G2z)] 
= ((M)2 _ ,2)^ 2 
(1)^  C^ L 
1 
+ ((M)2 _ ;2)2)^ -j [[^ f - 5^ ]Z]ej(w2t-*2z)) (108) 
32 
Suppose the "boundary conditions are 
l^ (0,t) = cos (oj^ t + a) (109) 
IgfO't) = 0 (110) 
From Equations (lOj) and (109) we have 
2Ee{[a^ +a2]ej^ i^ } = 1^  ^cos (w^ t + a) (ill) 
From Equations (108) and (llO) we have 
- ((^ f - + ((^ )^  - = 0 (112) 
Solving Equations (ill) and (ll2) we get ((§)=-?=A 
a, = —  ^ (113) 
- (2)2 
-iio=''°l4- - c^ >^ l 
Eg = — é Ê (114) 
M(i|)= - ,4 
Substituting (113) and (ll4) into (IO7) and (IO8) we have 
,/^ \2 2x2 




I (,.t) = [sin ((§)= -
"1 V 




cos (('~)^  - r^ i^ z cos (w^ t-g^ z+o) - sin ((•~)^  - G^ )^ z sln(w^ t-6^ z+o) 
^-((^)'-
1 1 
cos((~)^  - ç^ )^ z cos(u^ t-6^ z+o) + sin((^ )^  - ç^ )^ z sin(w^ t-$^ z+o) 
n ] 
 ^ AS //A3v2 2x2 
— + ((—) - Ç ) (117) 
3^*1 1 
I_(z,t) = —_ ^  sin ((^ )^  - ç^ )^ z sin(wpt-g_z+o) (ll8) 
u/x:]!, 
From Equations (117) and (ll8), we see that the signal and idler currents 
are sine and cosine functions of z. This if A3 is larger than the gain 
factor Ç, the gain of the structure varies periodically instead of growing 





A number of workers^ have discussed versions of parametric 
amplifiers which use a single variable element and one or more resonant 
circuits. This type of parametric amplifier gives high gain but is 
extremely narrow band. It is possible to distribute the variable elements 
in a nonresonant, propagating circuit and obtain the advantages of greatly 
increased bandwidth and more stable operation. 
Our traveling-wave parametric amplifier is intended to obtain the 
advantage of wide bandwidth. In order to get the parametric mixing effect. 
We require that 
w = + Wg (119) 
6 = + Bg (120) 
ordinarily 
3 = 61 + 32 + (121) 
For the most efficient operation A3 should be equal to zero. The pump 
frequency w and the pump phase constant 3 are assumed to be fixed. In 
order for the condition of (119) to be met, a change in frequency from 
to (w^ +Aw) requires a similar change in Wg. Similarly a change of phase 
constant from 3^  to (B^ +AB) requires a similar change in 32» Thus, for 
broad-band operation, we require 
that is, the group velocities of the signal and idler circuits must be 
equal. Since we use the same propagating structure for both the signal 
and idler waves, a change in frequency Aw will produce some change, A3, 
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in the phase constant. Thus we define the bandwidth of the amplifier as 
the Ao) which causes the deviation of A3 to reduce the total gain of the 
amplifier by 3 db. 
Assume the length, of the traveling-wave structure is SL. Then the 
total gain for the most efficient conditions is 
oj/c L 
— H nepers (123) 
The total gain of the amplifier with mismatch in phase constant A3 is 
V 2,2  ^
1 1 ? p 
a'& = [ (^ 3) ] H- nepers (12%) 
iGGl^  2 
By the above bandwidth definition, we have 
(o/c L w 21,2 1 
8.68 X { I - [ p - (|a3) ] £} = 3 d.b. (125) 
"^ 1 163^  
assume 
2^ 2 
We then have from (125) 
Wn^ C L M L 2 \ 
3 = 8.66(T « - T - L 2,2 " 
-L X (jl)^  XJ 
3, A3 
= 4.3k —= (126) 





The larger the A3 the ytder the bandwidth. Thus, for wide bandwidth 
operation, we would ^ %ke to have n as large as possible, n is defined in 
Equation {hS)• 
Parametric circuits are expected to have excellent noise performance. 
The noise subject is a complex one and a complete and rigorous treatment 
of it is far beyond the intent of this section. 
Let us investigate the noise figure of our particular circuit struc­
ture. For simplification, we consider the lossless case and assume A3=0. 
For the non-degenerate case, assume signal circuit (oj^ ) is at tempera­
ture T^  and idler circuit (wg) is at temperature T^ . Then the noise input 
of the signal and idler circuits are 
C. Noise Figure 
(128) 
2^i = K ^ 2 B (129) 
where 
N.. and = noise inputs of signal and idler circuits 
K = Boltzman constant 
T^  and T^  = temperature in degree Kelvin of the signal and idler 
circuits 
B = bandwidth in c.p.s 
For our traveling-wave parametric amplifier with length £ and gain 
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consteint a, the noise output due to at to^  is 
= k b ef"* (130) 
The above equation is obtained by neglecting the decaying wave in o)^ . 
Since noise energies observe the same Manley and Rowe relation, the noise 
output at 0)^  due to is 
= — k t b (131) 
cU Wg 
Thus total noise output at is 
= K T^ B + ~ K Tg B (e^°^-l) (132) 
Noise figure is defined as the ratio of the noise to signal ratio at the 
output to that at the input. Assume 
input signal energy = A 
then. 
output signal energy = A e^ ^^  (neglect the decaying wave) 
Hence 
A/N 
Noise figure F = r— (133) 
A 
Equation (133) can be written as 
From the above equation we know that in order to obtain a better noise 
figure the idler circuit temperature should be kept smaller than the sig­
nal circuit temperature. Nevertheless, for our degenerate circuitry 
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(i.e. , T^ fTg), the noise figure is at most 3 db which is an excel­
lent noise figure. 
D. The Effect Due to Resistive Loss of the Signal Line 
The signal coils for this type of amplifier are wound with very fine 
wire which has considerable resistance, thus it is appropriate to investi­
gate the effect of this resistive loss on the amplifier performance. 
Fig. 3 can be redrawn as shown in Fig. 4 with representing the 
series resistance of the signal coils and R^  representing the resistance 
in the idler circuits. 
Let V^ (z,t), V^ Czjt), I^ (z,t) and l2(z,t) be the voltages and currents 
of signal and idler circuits. We then can write 
R,I,(z,t) + •ML(z,t)l^ (z,t)] = 0 (135) 9z 





+ C, —=— 0 (136) 
9t 





+  L g  — ^ *  f f [ L ( z , t ) I j ^ ( 2 , t ) ]  =  0  ( 1 3 7 )  
" <^ 2 —3^  = ° (13G) 
After combining Equation (135) with Equation (136) and Equation (137) with 
Equation (138), we obtain 




- X J J J — ^  
R| 
Fig. 4. Propagating structure with resistive loss 
C2 
L2 R2 





V O  
ko 
afigfz.t) 9%(z,t) aigfsst) g 
9z^  " " St"  ^^  - 9t 
= ^ 2^ 2 I2 + C2%2 — + ^ 2 —[L(z,t)l^ (z,t)] 
(iko) 
As before, put 
I^ (z,t) = + I^ (z)e 
I ^ i z y t )  = 12(2)6^ 2^^  + Igfzje ^ ' ^ 2 ^  
L(z,t) = ^ {L(z)e^ ^^  + L (z)e (ikl) 
Substitute relations (l4l) into Equations (139) and. (l4o). After some 
manipulation we cazi get two pairs of simultaneous differential equations. 
The pair of equations concerning I^ (z) and I^ {z) are 
9^ I,(z) TP* 
2 "  "  -  " Ï  C ^ L i I i f z )  +  j w ^ C ^ R ^ I ^ f z )  -  ^  C ^ w ^ ^ L f z j l g f z )  { l k 2 )  
9z 
3^ I*( ) 
V" " - Wg^ CgLglgtz) - jWgCgRglgfz) - I C ^ u ^ ^ h * { z ) l ^ { z )  (143) 
9z 
now put 
I^ (z) = A^ (z)e"^ l^^  , I^ iz) = A2(z)ej^ 2^  
L(z) = Le'jGz , L*(z) = Le^ ^^  (l44) 
Substituting relations (l44) into Equations (lk2) and (1^ 3), we get 
9%(z) 9A (z) 
72 9z 3j_ A^ (z) =-<1^  C^ L^ A^ (z) + Ja)^ C^ R^ A^ (z) 
d Z  
- I C^ a)i^ LA*(z) (1U5) 
Ul 
9 Ag(z)  ^ (z) 2*/\ 2 * * 
72 9z 2^ = ~ <^ 2 ~ 
3z 
- I CgWg^ LA^ fz) (lU6) 
After some cancellation and simplification. Equations (1^ 5) and (l46) can 
be reduced to 
(-2jBi 1^  - ja>^ C^ R^ )A^ (z) + | C^ w^ L^A*(z) = 0 (ik?) 
(Gjgg ~ + jWgCgRg)A*(z) + I CgWgZiA^ fz) = 0 (l48) 
Combining the above two simultaneous equations into a single differential 
equation with dependent variable A^ (z), we have 
9%(z) 3A (z) 
^^ 1^ 2 T"!  ^
+ (a),to^ C,C^ R,R^  - r C,C-a),^ aj^ L^^ )A,, (z) = 0 (lî+9) 
"l"2^ 1^ 2''l''2 - IT ^ 1^ 2'"l ^ 2^ ^  ^ 1^ 
The solution of Equation (l49) is of the form 
A^ (z) = a^  e^ l% + ag e^ 2^  (150) 
where 
1^,2 ~ " "2^ 2^ 282) 
1"2 
(151) 
For our degenerate case, we have 
"x = "2 > Ci = cg , = 62 • "1 = ®2 
then Equation (i5i) becomes 
h 2  
= - 4'"I=a) 1 ^ k;']' 
1 
= + jGy 1 "j. (152) 
The amplitude of the signal current can then be written as 
A^(z) = (153) 
where 
From Equation (153) we see that an additional phase constant is 
introduced by the lossy coils. In addition, the gain constant is 
reduced due to the resistance Thus the resistive coils complicate 
an optimum design for the amplifier. 
E. Initial Phase Angles Consideration 
In the following analysis we shall determine the relationship of the 
initial phase angles of the signal, idler and pump waves to the gain con­
stant ot. Finally we shall briefly consider the effect of pump line losses 
to the signal gain. 
The degenerate signal wave propagating structure is shown in Fig. 5. . 
The voltage and current relations for this structure are 
- H = ^  (156) 
where i and v are both functions of time t and distance z. 
ivprh. STprfi iTpPsfl. 
Fig. 5. Degenerate wave propagating structure 
kh 
From Equations (155) and (I56) we can get 
4 = C ^  (157) 
az 9t 
now put 
L = L^ (l+Ôip) (158) 
= L (I+ÔI coswt) 
o p 
Compared to Equation (42), we know that 
6 = ^  (159) 
P 
then Equation (157) becomes 
.2. ,2 .2(1 i) 
—? ~ GCL ?• — (160) 
8z dt dt 
As before, assume the propagating structure can only pass signal and 
idler waves. Thus all the higher frequency waves are attenuated, so we 
assume 
i = I^ cos(w^ t-g^ z+G^ ) + l2Cos(w2t-g2Z+a2) (161) 
i = I cos(w t-8 z+a ) (162) 
P P P P P 
where 
i^  = signal current 
ig = idler current 
i^  = pump current 
a*s are initial phase angles . 
Thus we have 
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i i = 1^ 1 cos(a)Tt-gT z+OT )cos(aj t-g z+a ) 
P  I p  1 1 1  P P P     
+ IglpCosfwgt-ggZ+OgjcosfWpt-BpZ+Op) 
1.1 
= *[cos(a).,t+a) t-g^ z-g z+o^ +o ) 
2 1 p 1 P 1 P 
+ COs((i) t—W_t—g Z—g_Z—O -G, ) ] 
P 1 P 1 P 1 
I I 
+ -^ pBfcOsfWgt+Wpt-g^ Z-ggZ+Og+Op) 
+ COsfWpt-Wgt-g^ Z+ggZ+Op-Og)] (163) 
By discarding the higher frequency components. Equation (163) becomes 
III 
ip i = cosfwgt-ggz+op-o^ ) 
I-I, 
- COs((jJ.t-g. z+c 
p 
Substituting Equations (161) and (I6U) into Equation (I60), we get 
? 
+ g ^ cos(w^ t- ^ o -Og) (16k) 
.2 
—^ I^ cos(a)^ t-g^ z+0^  ) + IgCOsfwgt-ggZ+Og)] 
9z 
g2 
= CL^  —g{l^ cos(w^ t-g^ z+o^ ) + IgCosfwgt-ggZ+Og)] 
3t 
.2 II II 
+ CL^  —g{-g ^  cosfwgt-ggz+op-o^ ) + g ^  cosfw^ t-g^ z+Op-Og)] 
9t 
(165) 
Since I^  and I^  are functions of z only, the left side of Equation (165) 
can be expanded as 
h6 
.2 
—g{l^ cos(u^ t-g^ z+o^ ) + IgCOsfWgt-GgZ+Og)] 
3z 
2 «1 
= —^  cose^  - cose^  + 2@i "19^  — 
dz 
dip 2 d^ I 
+ 2gg sinGg ^  IgBg cosBg + g- cosOg (l66) 
dz 
where 
®n ~ - 6^ 2 + 0^  n=l,2,3 . (l67) 
Right hand side of Equation (165) becomes 
.2 .2 II 
CL^  -^ I^ cose^  + IgCOsGg)] + 6CL^  ^ "2 cosfGg-*) 
9t 9t 
I„I 
+ g P cos(8^ -^ )] 
= -CL^ w^ I^^ cose^  - CLgWg^ IgCosBg - ôCL^   ^^  Wg^ cosfGg-#) 
Ipin p 
- 6CL^  g f cos(0^ -ijj) (168) 
where 
 ^= 0^  + Og + (169) 
From Equations (165), (166) and (168), we have 
hi 
d I 2 ^^ 2 
---2 cose^  _ cose^  + 2B]Sin8i a;- + eGgSlnGg 
dz 
2 2 
- IgGg cosGg + g- cosGg = - CL^ w^  I^ cosG^  
dz 
II II 
- CI^ Wg^ IgCOsGg - 6CL^  Wg^ cosfOg-^ ) - ôCL^   ^^  w^ c^os(8^ -^ ) 
(170) 
We can get two independent equations from Equation (ITO) for and Wg 
respectively. For u)^ , we have 
dli 2 
— + =°=®1—T - II»! c°s*l 
dz 
I I 
= - CI^ w^ i^^ cosG^  - 6CL^  w^ c^oste^ -^ ) (171) 
For Wg, we have 
dig 2 
2BpSin0 13 cose + cos0- =-
dz  ^ dz 
= -CL^ Wg^ igCoseg - 6CL^  Wg^ cosfBg-*) (172) 
By separating the phase quadrature components, we get from Equation (171) 
dlj p 
4*1 -dl- = - *CLol2:p"l sis* (173) 
2 2 Ipl 2 
1 = I^gi^ - CLgW^^I^ - 6CL^ w^^cos* (174) 
dz 
Similarly, from Equation (172), we get 
dig g 
••«a "d? = -«CLoIlIpWg (ITS) 
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= i, b/ - - 6cl^  "l'cgs* 
dz 
Since 
dl d^ I dl d^ I 
1^ — *2 -dl >> ---2 
dz dz 
we need only to consider Equations (173) and (175). 
Differentiating Equation (173) with respect to z, we get 
d^ I ÔCL dl 
— 2 ^ - w r  sin* — (177) 
dz 1 
Substituting Equation (175) into Equation (177), we have 
d^ i 
I ' I&r («CLoI.si»*"!"?)' (178) 
dz 1^^ 2 
Thus, the gain constant a is 
a = 
aci^ I sin^ w^ wg 
(179) 
"•/vt 
Equation (179) shows that the gain constant changes periodically as func­
tion of At the optimum condition (i.e., sini|)=l), the expression for 
gain constant is the same as in previous analysis. Thus the solution of 
Equation (179) can he expressed as 
Il = a^  cosh az + a^  sinh az (l80) 
and the initial condition is 
I^ Cz) = at z=0 . 
h9 
Therefore the signal current may be written as 
Il ~ ^ 10 cosh az . (I8l) 
From the Manley and Rove relation, we have 
!i-!2 
"l "2 
thus the idler current becomes 
(182) 
^2 
I I 2 I  I I I '  
The initial condition for is 
Igfr) = 0 . 
Thus the solution for idler current is 
Igfz) " /zr^ io sinh az . (I83) 
Equations (I8I) and (I83) are in agreement with Equations (80) and (8I). 
F, The Effect of Pump Line Loss 
Wow we shall consider the effect of the pump line loss on the signal 
current. Assume the attenuation of the pump line current is which is 
mainly due to the series resistance of the pump line. Thus, we have 
Then the gain constant of Equation (179) becomes 
6CI,sin^ w_ a)„ 




6CL w_w_ I  sin^ 
o 1 2 po a = 
o 
 ^ /^ 1^ 2 




cosh az = cosh adz 
z a 
= cosh e dz = I^ q cosh ~ (l-e ) (l86) 
o p 
Equation (186) shows the extent to which the pump line attenuation 
limits the signal current gain. This interesting effect is shown in Fig. 
a 
6. At n = = 0.5 the gain is limited to around 10 dt instead of increas-
a 
ing exponentially. Thus in order to obtain higher gain, it is important 
to keep the pump line loss as small as possible. 
Fig. 6. The effect of pump line loss 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
Before entering into the design detail of the traveling-wave para­
metric amplifier, a formula for calculating the pump line inductance must 
be derived. 
The flux density of the thin film in easy direction due to the mag­
netization vector M is (see Fig. 2) 
Since 0 is small, cos0 is equal to unity. Thus the flux linkage per unit 
length of the pump line is 
B = M COS0 y (187) 
A = Mt (188) 
where 
t = the thickness of the thin film 
Thus the inductance per unit length due to magnetic thin film is 
_ X _ Mt (189) 
The inductance per unit length of a conductor with radius r is 
(190) 
where 
h = distance between the conductor and the ground 
Therefore the total pUmp line inductance per unit length may be 
expressed as 
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From Equations (43), (38) and (39), the inductance of the signal line 
may be expressed as 
1^ - —o " • 
L, = A + rr-^  (192) 
The following parameters are used for calculating the inductances: 
2 M 10000 gauss 1 weber/m 
2.5 oe 200 a-t/m 
K 
t ° 
15000 A 1.5 |j 
2.5 oe 200 a-t/m 
r 2.5 mils 63.4 y 
o 
h 2.5 cm 0.025 m 
The calculated pump line inductance is 0.129 yh. The pump line generator 
output impedance is 50 ohms. Therefore the pump line is designed with a 
50 ohm characteristic impedance. That is 
L 
C = —^  = 51.5 MPf 
o^p 
Therefore the pump line capacitance is chosen to be 50 yyf. 
The calculated signal line inductance with number of turns N=2T0 is 
5.73 yh per section. The phase constants of pump and signal lines per 
section of signal line are 
«1= "1 /Â (193) 
The very important condition that must be satisfied by the phase constants 
is 
5k 
8p = 3i + Bg (19k) 
For the degenerate traveling-wave parametric amplifier, we take 
*1 = *2 
c^ i = Wg 
10 = 2(1)^  (195) 
P 1 
Substituting Equations (193) and (195) into relation (19^), we have 
2 /Vv' /Â 
where 
L = 0.129 yh 
P 
Cp = 50 yyf 
= 5.73 Vh 
thus 
4L C 
 ^= 4.5 pyf 
 ^ 1^ 
The circuit of Fig. 7 was constructed using the above values for 
C, = C , C , L, = L , and L . and are load resistances for the 
1 s* p* 1 s* p Lp Ls 
pump line and signal line respectively. E is the variable d.c. source 
for supplying the bias current of the pump line. and are chokes 
to prevent pump current entering into d.c. bias circuit. V and V are 
P ® 
pump source and signal generator respectively. The transformer T^  is 
used to match the low signal generator output impedance and the high 
characteristic impedance of the signal line. 
A photograph of the test model is shown in Fig. 8. A Collins type 32S-1 
transmitter operating at about l4 mc/s was used as the pump source. A 






Fig. 8. The Test Model 
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signal of about 7 mc/s was connected to the signal line. The voltage 
distribution along the structure was measured by means of a Hewlett-
Packard Model 15OA oscilloscope. It was apparent that the signal did 
not grow exponentially along the structure; rather, the signal actually 
appeared to vary periodically along the line. This periodic variation 
is maily due to the mismatch of the phase constants of pump line and 
signal line. It could be caused by the following factors; 
(1) The capacitors used for constructing the propagating structures 
are of 20^  accuracy. 
(2) The calculated inductances for the pump and signal lines may 
be different from the true values due to the deviations of the thin 
film thickness and other parameters from the specified values. 
(3) As shown in Chapter III, the resistive signal line loss changes 
the phase constant and the gain constant also. 
AO 
Thus the value of— may easily exceed that of the gain factor ç. In such 
a case, instead of the exponentially growing signal current of Equation 
(80), Equation (llT) will be the appropriate expression for the signal 
Aft 
current. Gain of the signal will be produced when — and ç are almost 
1 
A6 2 2 2 AB 
equal. If [ (—) - ç ] is very small in comparison with —, Equation 
(117) can be written as 
57 
I^(z,t) = cos [(^)^ - Ç^]^z COS (w^t-gjz+o) (^) 
Ç^ I — 
— sin [(^ )^  - sin (w^ t-gjz+o) (197) 




= cos - c.^fz + S J Sin K^f - Ç^ I^ Z 
[(§)' . 
Fig. 9 is a comparison of calculated gain and experimental gain 
1 1 
versus [ (•~)^  - ç^ ]^ z in electrical angle. The value of [ (^ )^  -
is found to be 0.09^ 5 rad/cm. The arrows on the figure represent the 
extent of the scattered data which were measured along the signal line. 
The solid line represents best fit. The dashed line is the calculated 
curve. 
As shown in Equation (179) of Chapter III the gain constant is a sine 
function of the initial phase angles of pump, signal and idler waves. The 
initial phase angle relationship of the present pump source and signal 
generator changes continuously. Thus, at each fixed point of the signal 
line structure, the gain of the signal is observed to have a sinusoidal 
variation. Therefore, with constant input signal frequency, it is very 
important to maintain a constant pump frequency. 
The gain of the amplifier is a function of ç which is in turn 
Fig. $. Periodic variation of the gain of signal current 




proportional to the variable inductance L. From Equations (43) and (40), 
we know that L is proportional to a, which in turn is proportional to the 
pump field Thus we observe a substantial increase of the gain of the 
amplifier by increasing the pump power. A smaller amount of decrease in 
gain by increasing the bias field is also observed. This is because 
is in the denominator of Equation (4o) and its value is comparable to that 




The purpose of this investigation was to study analytically and ex­
perimentally the wave propagation in the periodic traveling-wave struc­
ture using a thin magnetic film as a time-varying inductive parameter. 
The ferromagnetic thin film was electro-deposited on 5 mil diameter 
beryllium-copper wire with the easy direction circumferential to the axis 
of the wire and the hard direction parallel to the axis of the wire. This 
thin magnetic film can be used as time-varying inductors which couples the 
pump power into the signal line, thus producing parametric signal gain. 
The analysis has shown that an exponentially growing signal wave is 
possible under certain favorable conditions. The mismatch of the phase 
constants of pump line and signal line reduces the gain constant of the 
signal. For larger mismatch of the phase constants, the signal gain 
varies periodically instead of exponentially. Bandwidth and noise figure 
of the thin film traveling-wave parametric amplifier are briefly discussed. 
It was further shown that the resistive loss of the signal line reduces 
the gain constant and also changes the phase constant of the signal line, 
thus complicating optimum amplifier design. It has also been shown that 
the gain constant changes periodically as function of initial phase angles 
of pump, signal and idler waves. The limitation of the gain of the ampli­
fier due to the pump line loss was also considered. 
An experimental thin film traveling-wave parametric amplifier was 
constructed to investigate its performance. The periodically varying 
signal gain was observed along the signal line which is mainly due to the 
mismatch of the phase constants of pump and signal lines. The continuous 
6l 
changing of the initial phase angle relationship between signal and pump 
caused the sinusoidal variation of the gain constant of the signal. As 
predicted in the theory, the gain of the amplifier increases with increas­
ing pump power. The effect of bias field of the thin film was also observ­
ed as predicted. The bandwidth of the experimental amplifier was measured 
to be around 15%. 
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